The Great AI Classroom Challenge:
A Gateway to AI Literacy and Innovation

Equip learners with the necessary skills to navigate and shape an AI-infused future

Dive into the world of Artificial Intelligence with your students and discover its transformative power across various sectors. The Great AI Classroom Challenge is an unparalleled opportunity to integrate AI education into your classroom, tackle real-world issues, and win impressive prizes and recognition.

Teachers and students in grades 8 through 12, across all subjects should join us on April 19th or April 26th to get acquainted with artificial intelligence - AI.

In a 45-minute session, learn to leverage IBM SkillsBuild AI resources, and prepare for the Great AI Classroom Challenge.

What You’ll Win: Prizes GALORE

$500 prizes for winners in each category
Pizza and Amazon Giftcards
One-year license to EXPLR Classroom - A single platform for video, lesson plans, and virtual professional development.

Register Here!
April 19 at 1PM ET / 10AM PT
or
April 26, 1PM ET / 10AM PT

Unlock potential of AI for your students.

Embrace AI for your students and shape a future where technology and education converge to solve the greatest challenges of our time.

Register for the Great AI Classroom Challenge today and take the first step towards a revolutionary learning experience!
The Great AI Classroom Challenge: 
A Gateway to AI Literacy and Innovation

Challenge Details

Why Should You Participate

- Foster critical thinking, problem-solving, and creativity.
- Apply theoretical knowledge to practical, real-world challenges.
- Equip students with future-ready skills and instill a lifelong curiosity in technology.
- Win meaningful and fun prizes.

We Offer Support:

The webinar will guide you through the essentials: from understanding AI's importance, exploring generative AI, to engaging in prompt engineering and more.

Guest speakers will share insights on AI's impact and potential.

Participation Requirements:

- One entry per classroom.
- Attend one of the introductory webinars on April 19 or April 26.
- Complete at least one IBM SkillsBuild activity.
- Submit entries by 12PM ET / 9AM PT on May 10, 2024.
- Willingness to share project insights and obtain necessary photo releases.

Challenge Options:

Demystify-It-With-AI! - Simplify complex subjects with AI-generated explanations.

Solve-It-With-AI! - Tackle real-life problems in your community using AI.

Art-Interpretation-Through-AI - Use AI-generated art to explore and interpret academic subjects.

A Call for Creativity:

In addition to the challenge, suggest a name for next year's workshop. The winning submission will be honored in the title of next year's competition, alongside a special mention.

Ready to Transform Learning?

Register Here!

April 19 at 1PM ET / 10AM PT
or
April 26, 1PM ET / 10AM PT

Still have questions? Contact us at info@tiesteach.org.